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HUMANIST Project

An objective of this project is to build a top European workplace that will gather and integrate the outcomes of research of leading European transport institutions, and act as an intermediary in mutual information sharing and reducing the so-called knowledge gaps among individual countries in the whole area of the interaction of the user (driver) and technology, communication assistance systems in particular.

HUMANIST Noe Scientific Scope:

Human factors and cognitive engineering competencies exist in Europe but are scattered. For addressing this fragmentation of research capacities, HUMANIST gathers the most relevant European research institutes involved in Road Safety and Transport to contribute to the eSafety initiative and to improve road safety by promoting human centred design for IVIS and ADAS.

HUMANIST is a Network of Excellence gathering the main research institutions from 15 European countries. The partners involved in this network are working in the area of new technologies in Transport: with a specific concern on human centered design, to ensure matching between provided systems and services, and users needs and requirements, in addition to concern with road safety improvement.

The goal of HUMANIST is to create a European Virtual Centre of Excellence on HUMAN centred design for Information Society Technologies applied to Road Transport (IVIS and ADAS), with a coherent joint program of activities, gathering research, integrating and spreading activities. Research work is carried out in scientific task groups:

1. Identification of the driver needs in relation to ITS
2. Evaluation of ITS potential benefits
3. Joint-cognitive models of Driver-Vehicle-Environment for User-Centered Design
4. Impact analysis of ITS on driving behaviour
5. Development of innovative methodologies to evaluate ITS safety and usability
6. Drivers’ education and training for ITS use
7. Use of ITS to train and to educate drivers
Integrating Activities permit to manage and to consolidate the NoE structure by promoting the mobility of researchers, by optimising the pool of existing experimental infrastructures, by setting up electronic tools (common database, web-conference, e-learning) for knowledge sharing.

**Pic. 1: Identification of the driver needs in relation to ITS**

This integration will allow increasing Societal Benefits of ITS implementation, to harmonise ITS approaches among State Members, to react quickly to any new technological developments and to face international challenges by producing state of the art research, identifying knowledge gaps, avoiding redundancy of research activities.

Spreading Activities allow to spread widely the knowledge from HUMANIST, by organising debates with RTD projects on eSafety and relevant stakeholders, by promoting harmonisation with standardisation and pre-normative bodies, by setting up training programmes, and by promoting and disseminating research results to a wide audience.¹

Mobility program HUMANIST Centre of Excellence enables close co-operation among European research institutions, which is especially important for young researchers – PhD students and post-docs. This program gives opportunity to share expensive and unique infrastructure of collaborating institutions, usually not available at home.

¹ eIMPACT Project This project focuses on socio-economic analysis of the effect of using intelligent transport systems in vehicles on accident rate. The Transport Research Centre has a task to collect relevant data from the areas in which accident rate could be reduced by introducing intelligent transport systems, such as accidents under bad visibility conditions, under the condition of aggravated road surface, or accidents resulting from failure to keep a safe distance between vehicles.
Task force division:
Task Force 1: Mobility improvement
Task Force 2: Research infrastructure sharing and development
Task Force 3: Electronic means for knowledge sharing by the network
Task Force 4: Transfer of knowledge
Task Force 5: Training programs
Task Force 6: Diffusion of knowledge
Task Force 7: Management of the NoE
Task Force 8: Internal review, assessment and monitoring of self-sustainability

But the greatest benefit of the program is creation of the opportunity to be involved in important international projects and gain the unique professional experience in very quick and efficient way. They can present, share and defend their ideas, thesis, hypotheses and methodological approaches with international scientific community, professors and PhD students from other countries, with different scientific approaches and cultural background. They can learn the scientific procedures on site and get so much unique information, which is not available in single institution or university at home. The latest experiences show many advantages compared to the other PhD students without this unique experience and give proof of scientific maturity of HUMANIST youth.

Pic. 2: Impact analysis of ITS on driving behaviour
Cooperation with partners

HUMANIST Network of Excellence has good web page. The Project as whole is divided to the work tasks that are also called work packages (Different work packages deal with specific research). There are about 8 work packages that focus on the scientific research. The research deals with HMI - human machine interface, it means human/machine relation. The project deals with IVIS and ADAS, which are information systems (IS) in cars. The difference between IVIS and ADAS is that ADAS can intervene while IVIS are mostly information systems.

For example one of the work packages we participate in deals with psychological research. The focus is in which way those IVIS/ADAS systems effect on drivers. Besides the positive effects (as increasing of safety) those can also have negative effects (decreasing safety). As for example, the drivers can have a feeling that they are out of the danger when they have some sophisticated safety system in their car and drive too fast. Thus, we collaborate with partners on simulators researches. Every partner has some special field in which he is strong, by which he contributes to the project. As for example: Swedish simulators are more sophisticated then ours. France has a good statistical software engine. France and Austria have good evaluation software and evaluation methodologies. So the cooperation works the way that each of the partners provides the knowledge or technological equipment they have.

Pic. 3: Evaluation of ITS potential benefits

Transport Research Centrum participates on various work packages. As an example, we work with identification of drivers’ needs of ITS instruments, evaluation of those ITS advantages or from the psychological field developing the cognitive models. Another project is about ITS impact on the drivers’ behaviour. We also participate on one work package that develops new methodologies for evaluation of ISC instruments. It is very important, because there are appearing many of those on the market and within the EU whole legislation referring to those means is going to change. It means to work on those tasks with ten years lead.

There are regular summit meetings, usually twice a year. Those are very important as for the discussion and explanation. As example: now we work on the naturalistic study (as it is impossible to make everything on the simulators) with Factum form Austria, Chemnitz University from Germany. Our research question is in which way those instruments have impact to the drivers. We provide a car to this research, Factum from Austria provides an evaluation method, and Chemnitz provides software. So this is mostly cooperation in the
frame of central Europe. Both Chemnitz and Vienna are close to the Czech Republic, which enables close cooperation.

All the members of the consortium are research partners. But the network is broadening, because we need for example technical equipment, so companies producing simulators also participate. They provide us with simulators and we give them knowledge about how to produce the simulators in order to match the requirements.

We make simulators in cooperation with JKZ and JRM Olomouc, who produces them. They receive ideas for innovation of simulators, in order to make them usable both for teaching and tests in the research. Also, we cooperate with ECOM Slavkov on information systems in cars. We make something similar to black box. Within EU, there are speculations about putting those to all cars, to record for disquisition of accidents, feedback on the driver, who knows that he is in some way recorded. Even the biggest Czech car manufacturer Skoda participates on this research.

And of course, through HUMANIST there are proposals for FP7, there are 8-9 new projects, which emerge from HUMANIST.

**New ideas and approaches in EU funded research**

There are 8-9 new projects that emerge from HUMANIST. The more you know about something, the more you find out that you don't know so much and what you would need to find out. For example, ITS for specific groups of population. For example pensioners have problems related to the decline of visual and hearing abilities, or different countries have different needs related to different cultural background.

**Being involved in EU projects means a rich network.**

Getting new partners means getting new information, access to databases and technological equipment and most of all to people who you can address. The projects are broadening, if we weren’t participating on HUMANIST we wouldn't apply for new projects.

**A team to address specific R&D problems**

It depends on the agreement from both sides and the knowledge. For example, there are starting new project from HUMANIST. We have now COST 352 (Cooperation in Scientific and Technologic Research), also European project. When we found out that some of the areas in HUMANIST are not worked through, we applied for COST. The funding of COST is a bit different; the national governments are co financing the project. So now we work on COST 352, which has developed from HUMANIST. We used the partners from HUMANIST. We know the people; we know their competences so we addressed some of them.

**Knowledge transfer between organisation and companies in the region**

It exists in some extent. I have already mentioned some examples. I think the transfer will be more intensive in the future. HUMANIST has been more academically oriented in the beginning, however it is getting more and more into the practice.
Result - Intelligent cars of the future

Traffic on roads thickens, pressure on drivers increases, and accidents remain a burning issue. Will state-of-the-art technology, the so-called 'intelligent transport systems', enhance road safety?

Intelligent cars of the future, the development of which is supported by the European Commission, look quite normal at first sight. However, under their hood equipment is hidden, capable of many things: Preventing impacts, keeping the car within the lane, controlling the car distance in a queue, or preparing for an impact, and then calling help. If they became a regular part of car equipment the number of road accidents casualties could drop to one half according to the Commission. Traffic congestions would be limited, which would also result in reducing the quantity of combustion products in the air, and the fuel consumption would go down; total savings have been calculated at up to 22 billion EUR a year.

Example of intelligent transport systems in vehicles

Even today can we see sophisticated driver assistance systems ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems), which form a technological part of vehicles, as well as additional information systems IVIS (In-vehicle Information Systems). The use of mobile computer and communication devices in vehicles, such as mobile telephones and portable digital assistance devices, rapidly increases.

The Volvo Company, for example, have introduced an active safety system in the model S80; it is capable of taking over control over the brake system if the driver does not start to brake already in the initial phase of the danger of a collision. Systems have been developed which draw drivers’ attention to the danger of micro-sleep, fatigue, or stress, which could result in the car’s leaving the lane; if the driver does not respond immediately, the system will be able to direct the vehicle back.

GM are developing a cruise control responding already from the zero speed; it means that the car will be able to stop and move again along with a queue.

Mercedes of S and CL classes for example offer a hard-disk navigation system or intelligent system of light control with automatic evaluation and switching in five programs. There is a new product by the Japanese Company Sharp - the LCD display in the dashboard, the construction of which enables sending different images, the visibility of which depends on the visual angle; while the driver is watching the navigation system, the passenger may watch a film from the DVD player. New vehicles are produced with the ESP stabilization system the light or acoustic warning signal of which draws the driver’s attention to the fact that the vehicle is just balancing the skid, which would have occurred without the ESP engagement. Systems are produced that provide warning in foggy conditions or before an
obstacle; in the last few years the dynamic navigation receiving signals on traffic congestions has resolved the problem of lost signal for example when driving through tunnels.

The system supplied to Citroën C6 also considers enhanced safety of pedestrians involved in a collision with a car. Acceleration sensors and an optical fibre sensor are built in the bumpers, which - together with an acceleration meter - supplies data to a control unit that evaluates the current collision. If it comes in contact with a pedestrian, the sensor bends and interrupts the light flow, and within a few milliseconds the control unit gives out an instruction for lifting the rear part of the hood above the motor, which reduces the risk of a contact with hard parts of the motor space.

It means that some systems of active safety do exist, but they are separate. The future lies in full integration of these vehicle intelligent systems.

**Only positive aspects?**

Do the new systems comply with varied needs of drivers - whether they are professional, elderly, beginners, or handicapped ones? In Europe there are still relatively few scientifically acquired findings available that would capture this issue in all its aspects, including the need of education and training in using intelligent transport systems (ITS), their influence on mental burden and attention, or acceptance of these systems in relation to different socio-culture characteristics in general.

Some systems should facilitate drivers’ tasks and enhance travelling safety for example by a better access to navigation information, which enables the reduction of the level of attention which has to be given to orientation when driving. The dissemination of traffic or meteorological information in real time makes it possible to predict certain critical situations and avoid them. Adaptive drive controls (for example cruise control) reduce drivers’ stress and mental burden, while maintaining a safe distance from the vehicle ahead. Special active support systems balancing some delayed reactions and non-clarities in decision-making in unforeseen situations are suitable for example for senior drivers.

The majority of road accidents, around 90 - 95%, are caused by human failure. The data acquired indicate that the primary causes of at least one quarter of all accidents are inattention: distraction, “looking, but not seeing”, and falling asleep behind the wheel. Traffic and safety measures, which are already commonplace today, such as safety belts or airbags, contributed to the reduction of accidents in the last decades, but have reached their limits. How big a potential for further enhancement of road safety will be brought about by new, advanced assistance systems? No matter how perfect they all look from the technical point of view, humanities specialists ask up to what extent they are acceptable for the drivers and how they could change their behaviour and attitude when driving.

A broad range of advanced assistance systems are supposed to enhance the driver’s perception of danger and partly automate the driver’s tasks. This includes warning with regard to the speed, keeping the vehicle safely within a lane, detection of a blind stop, automated monitoring of the vehicle surroundings, pedestrian detection, vision improvement, and monitoring the driver’s conditions and functions. In essence they improve or enhance perception and driver’s cognitive functions. The practical impact on road traffic safety, however, will depend on their interaction with the driver. For example for effective support of the driver and avoiding a frontal collision it is most important that the warning signal or feedback intuitively require a correct and timely reaction - collision-avoiding manoeuvre.

New technologies assume a new concept of driver-vehicle interaction in more sensory modalities - visual, tactile, and auditory. The introduction of new safety systems can bring about enormous changes in drivers’ behaviour. Behavioural adaptation may significantly influence (as compared to the expectations) a topical safety benefit of the measures introduced both in positive and in negative sense.
Predicting risks

The ADAS safety benefits may be significantly reduced or completely eliminated by an unexpected behavioural response of a driver with regard to technology, for example by excessive reliance on modern vehicle systems and shifting the safety limits. Safety potential of the appliances may remain unused - if, for example, their warning is perceived by the drivers as unpleasant or bothering; in this case they can simply give them up. Therefore an important objective of the Human Machine Interface research is also to discover possible unpleasant behaviour of the system.

The IVIS and mobile devices can induce the danger of working overload, particularly with regard to information, lack of attention, and diverted attention from the actual driving. If we take into consideration critical safety impacts of mobile telephones, the safety-related questions are also raised by the introduction of supplementing information functions, such as e-mail, access to the Internet, navigational assistance, or road and traffic information.

Contradicting information from different systems or conflicts between these independent systems themselves can distract attention, cause overloading, or drivers’ confusion or irritation; it means that they can cause problems, which do not pose a threat in case of an isolated system. It is therefore necessary to introduce a complex of information functions in the vehicles. For the future a uniform adaptive integrated interface is necessary connecting different systems in one functional whole, which solves conflicts between individual functions and takes advantage of their aggregated effect.

The goal of transport experts focusing on humanities is to collect knowledge and get involved in the development of methods and technologies for safe and effective integration of the fixed ADAS and IVIS systems as well as portable devices and systems in the context of the vehicle control. On the basis of the findings acquired a general adaptive integrated driver-vehicle interface will be developed, which will be characterized by:

- Multi-modal devices divided into various systems, for example displaying the information in the driver’s field of vision, voice inputs and outputs, seat vibrations, equipment for touch inputs, or directional acoustic outputs.
- Centralized intelligence for solving conflicts between the systems, for example by means of sorting the information on the basis of priorities and scheduling.
- Smooth integration of mobile equipment in a uniform HMI.
- Adaptability of the integrated HMI to the topical condition of the driver or driving context.
In this way it will be possible to take advantage of new technology to the maximum benefit in the sphere of safety and at the same time to minimise information over-burden and inattentiveness caused by vehicle’s information systems and mobile equipment. The goal is to improve mobility and comfort, but without any concessions in the area of safety.

Before the mass introduction of modern assistance systems, however, it will be necessary to solve a number of technical, psychological, legal, and organizational issues. Example of some: Who will bear a responsibility in case of an accident? Will it be the driver, as it is today, or the manufacturer of the systems, or the manufacturer of the car?
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